
Hydrographic description
of the Kiirtis/Crig' riversystem

Mihdly Andd

Introduction

Concerning the dimension of their catchment area, the Kdrcis Rivers, situated in the
westem system of the Erdelyi Szigethegys6g/Munfii Apuseni, are the second among the
tributaries of the TiszalTisa River. The catchment area collects the waters of 27,537
sqkm.The backbone of the river-system consists of five rivers running together like the
form of a fan: they are the Feh6r-Kdrds/Crigul Alb, the Fekete-Kdrcis/Crigul Negru, the
Sebes-Kdrds/Crigul Repede, the Beretty6/Barcdu and the Hortob6gy-Beretty6, of which
the first four get their water from the western slopes of the Erdelyi SzigethegySeg, whereas
the last carries off the waters of the Tisz6ntril (the plain east ofthe Tisza River). The highest
peak of the Bihar/Bihor Mountains, which forms the main bulk of the Erddlyi
Szigethegysdg, is the 1849 m high Nagy Bihar/Curcubita, but Vigy6zoNlddeasa, situated
at the northern edge, isn't much lower either, with a height of 1838 m. In the western part
of Nagy Bihar, at a height of 1460 m, the Fekete-Kdrds River rises, and towards the south,
on the slopes of Erddlyi Erchegysdg/Munfii Metaliferi, at a height of 980 m the
Fehdr-Kcirds River rises.

The distribution of the catchment area according to height is 0.2% high mountain
(2900-1600 m), 0.5% mountain of medium height (1200-400 m),20.5o/o hil l  (400-200 m),
52Yo plain (100-70 m). The size of the catchment area is27,537 sqkm, total length of the
rivers is 3345 km, of which the length of the Fehdr-Kdrds River with its tributaries is 645
km, that of the Fekete-Kcirris River with its tributaries is 910 km, the length of the
Sebes-Kdrcis together with its tributaries is 80 km. The Kdr6s Rivers, the Fekete-, the
Fehdr- and the Sebes-Kdr{is, are significant rivers flowing across the western part of the
Erd6lyi Kdzdphegysdg. They collect and transport the waters of the Rez/Plopisului
Mountains, Yigydzo, the Bihar Mountains, Kir6lyerd6/Pidurea Craiului Mountains,
Beli/Codru Mountains, Erdelyi Erchegys6g, and the ZarindilZarandului Mountains;(ror.

The first name is Hungarian and the second Romanian.
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In the east the catchment area is separated from the Szamos/Someg River and the
Aranyos/Arieg River, a tributary of the Maros/Mureg River, by the Bihar Mountains. The
eastern part of the mountain range dips steeply into the Transylvanian Basin; to the west,
however, it sends out huge branches towards the Tisza River. In quite a lot of places the
watershed runs not along the peaks of higher mountains elevated by volcanic eruptions and
broken by chasms, but along the more smoothly-sloped ridge of the lower ancient mountain
range (Fig. 1.).
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The orographical and geologicalfeatures of the river-system

The regional relief of the mountains have a structure distinct from one another. the
Transylvanian Szigethegyseg is characterised by a rock mozaic, which consists of mainly
crystalline, volcanic and sedimentary rocks. Structurally it consists of three parts:

1. Bihar Mountains.
2.The Beli Mountains in the north-western regions.
3. The mountain chain consisting of sedimentary rocks, along the Maros River in the

southern regions.
The central parts of the mountains are the crystalline mass of Bihar (1849 m) and the

Gyalu crystalline rock featuring a so-called 'Oreghavas' granite intrusion. The rock has
suffered clotting and tectonic restructuring. Its surface is sporadically covered by Upper
Palaeozoic, Tertiary , Jurassic and Lower-Cretaceous epicontinental sedimentary patches
amongst Permian-Cretaceous formations (r rl 15 16).

Orographically, the Bihar autochton is divided into two parts by the Vigy6zobanatite
massif. Neogene intramontaneous sedimentary basins can be found between the bare
Meszes/Mereqului and Rez Mountains in the north west as well as the Mesosoic topped
Kir6lyerdo crystalline formations. The sedimentary cover of the southwestern part of the
autochton is divided by transversal faults forming uplifted blocks in the north and
downthrown ones in the east. These blocks have a step-like structure with a general slant
to the west. The highest step in the Northeast is the ravine of the Meleg-Szamos/Somequl
Cald, the second Southwest bound one is the chalk of the P6disiPadig block.

The final structural touches of mountain-formation were added by the Upper
Cretaceous movements of the Earth's crust. In the Laramian the mountains acquired an
uplifted position, followed by vast erosion. According to our present knowledge, during
the Palaeocene this area must have been dry land. That is when the first tropical, a wetter
and warmer denudation phase must have taken place.

Banatite magmatism, playing a major role in the structural evolution of the mountains
began after the Laramian and lasted until the end of the Eocene. In the Neogene (Badenian)
the mountains became dismembered, intramontane depressions were formed
B6r6d/Borozel, Beldnyes/Beiuq and ZanirdlZdrand Depressions into which a Middle
Miocene brackish sea intruded 

(r rr re22).

Thus, the era of the major mountain-formation is the Upper-Tertiary. This 'Carpathian

Orogenesis'wrinkling the outer ring of today's major ranges in Central Europe was only
capable of causing faults in the inner mountaneous areas. It was during the formation of
these faults that the large interim body forming the inner area of Hungary subsided and
gained its present relief, including, among other inner mountains, the Bihar Mountains.

There are two dominating fault orientations in the mountains, one stretching from the
Northwest to the Southeast, the other from the Northeast to the Southwest, the latter being
predorninant in the mountain's formations. Such is, for example, the Dragan fault line,
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separating a crystalline slate area in the Northwest from the Yigydzo dacite-andesite
eruption domain. These two diagonal orientations, predominant within the whole of the
Carpathians with faulty structure, are especially apparent in the Hungarian Range. The fact
that the Northeast - Southwest oriented faults can only be traced in the intemal structure of
the Bihar Mountains, whilst Northeast-Southwest bound ones can be found in the
marginal areas of the depressions with Pliocene sedimentation as well, allows the
conclusion that the latter is the younger one.

Another direction that can be traced in the outer areas of the mountains rather than in
the inner formations is the north - south oriented subsidence of the central part of the Bihar
Mountains, the so-called Nagybihar, towards the Fekete-K6rds Basin. Here the boundary
between the older formations and the Neogene basin sedimentation is so clear-cut and
straight, the western slope of the mountains drops so steeply from a height of 1800 m to the
basin of about 300 m that the only phenomenon we can think of here is a normal fault(16).

The fault adjacent to the Fekete-Kdrcis Basin can further be traced northward up to the
ravine of the Sebes-Kdrds. Here, locally, it takes on a West-Northwest-East-Southeast
orientation and the depression is filled with Miocene sedimentation.

Hydrologically speaking, the directions of these structural faults are in close
association with the karstic plateau in the Apuseni mountains. One of the most imposing
of them is the 'P6dig' Plateau, spreading over about half of the plateau area and is
considered to be the largest hydrographic depression in the north (Fig. 2.). The depression
is surrounded by 1200 to 1600 m high mountains with highly impermeable rocks which are
not pierced by walleyes; Kek Magura/Mdgura VAndtS, Varaso-havas/Vir6goaia, the
Boga/Boga Mountains, the Ogel, Tdmagca and Biserica. The smaller and larger stream like
the Catirol, Reghii, Arsurii, Tringhiegti and Gdrjoaba originate here to create karstic
features on the surface, later, mostly unseen to the curious eye, under the ground 

(8 te 22 ) .
These streams, having covered a couple of kilometres through the foothill terrain

covered with talus debris arrive at the limestone plateau to disappear in their own gullies
easily finding simpler of more complicated routes under the ground and surface in the form
of karstic springs (Fig. 3.).

Significant limestone plateaus can also be found in the Bel mountains, the Kir6ly
Forest and the Torock6/Coll i i  Trascdului Mountains. In these limestone ranges can be
fbund a significant amount of caves, the longer one is the Szelek/Vdnturilor Cave in
Kir6lyerdo, with a length of 31,338 metres. Until the June of 1977 455 cavities were known
in the Bihar Mountains with 367 cavenrs and 88 caves. A total of 66,552 m of channels
have been traced with a 5,076 m difference in height (Fig. 4.; {s to r.

The geological, tectonic and structural features of the Transylvanian Mountains with
the limestone terrains had a considerable effect on the hydrographic scenery. The
depressions formed during the tectonic subsidence in the northern and western foothil ls of
the crystalline massif to a great extent have predetermined the direction of the brooks and
along with the structural rearrangernents several isolated mountains were fbrmed of the
so-called'Magura' type.
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Fig. 3. Water system of the Padig-ponor

The low mountains of the foothills between depressions of the relief gradually
transgress into a low hilly countryside. This hilly countryside can be traced from the
Northwestern foothills of the Rdz Mountains southwards. down to the Zarindi Mountains.
The hilly area surrounding the mountains has been vertically pierced by the gullies of the
rivers (Feh6r-Kdrcis, Fekete-Kdrds and Sebes-Kdrds), flowing from the mountains. The
valleys predominantly run from the Southeast to the Northwest but there are ones stretching
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-[ Beldnyesi/Belig basin

F_l cave no longer than 100 m IEI .nt" longer than 100 m

Fig. 4. Location of caves of the Bihar Mountain (by Bleahu)

from the east to the north. The flood areas of the valleys is sculptured by the andesite and
andesite breccia from the country rock. The height of the terrain seldom exceeds 300 m and
the country rock of the sedimentary rocks is not deep. The rivers of the mountains and
foothills play a very important role in the valley-formation. Most of the valleys can be
subdivided into three parts; the upper one is in the mountains, the second one is in the hilly
area, and the lower section, especially in the case of larger rivers is the Great Hungarian
Plain or other wider plains in the ravines 

(r3 rs ).

The development of the ravines is most precisely reflected in the formation of terraces.
In the Transylvanian Mountains it resulted in 5 to 7 terraces. Chronologically the terraces
are pedestals of the evolution of the surface. Terraces and ravine plains can be found all
along the Kcirds Rivers with the exception of the mountainous stretches and canyons. In
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the isolated intrarnontaneous and in the Great Hungarian Plain there are several areas with
non-agitated waters, peat and peat bogs. In view of the dip of the ravine and several basins
it is necessary to drain these areas and make use of the land 

('o '' ).

West of the foothills to the ravine of the Tisza River lies the plain of the Kdrds water

system. In Romania the western hilly area is not a separate unit, since its relief is

transitional between a mountainous and a plain one. In its deep structure, thermal springs

along the fault lines peg out the direction of the faults. The expansion of the plain parts in

the foreground of the Bihar Mountains is a flat terrain, typically 20 to 60 km wide where

the dip of the rivers is very small, waters here {low very slowly, in several areas they do

not flow at all. They try to sort out the difficulfy by excavating drainage canals, but, in spite

of the effort, there are several vast bogs in the region. The stretch in the Plain is

characterised only by two areas; the lower and the higher plain parts of insignificant area
(e.g. the 140 m high Nagyk6roly/Carei plain with sand-hills and dunes and the southern

Arad and Vinga plains at an altitude of 100 to I 12 m; to zo r.

In the plain section of the Kdrcis Rivers there are terrains of considerably lower

altitude of 80 to 100 m and this relief has been a problem from hydrographic and

hydrological point of view.

Climatic Features

The catchment area of the Kor6s Rivers is under the effect of air currents from

different climatic centres. The most frequent one is the Atlantic impact called the western,

oceanic cyclone which has an effect throughout the year and lasts, in an alternating fashion,

several days. It is responsible for 45o/o of the total of the impact. In wintertime it softens the

bite of the fiost and brings arnple precipitation. In sumrner it brings about changeable

weather with ample precipitation especially in the northern parts of the catchment area.

The polar current is Southeast bound and is responsiblefor30oh of all the climatic

changes. Mixed with moist air flowing from the northern regions of the Atlantic Ocean

results in the drop of the temperature, cloud formation and local showers. Occasionally, its

northern variation spreads over Transylvania in spring, summer and autumn. On these

occasions temperatures drop considerably. ln winter, it causes extreme cold in the

intracarpathian basins. It is accompanied withblizzards and high winds blowing at 100 to

150 km.p .h .
Tropical warm currents are responsible for 15% of the total of the impact. They result

in the considerable rise of the temperature. Its southern - south-western variety is a body of

air, carrying wet, 'Mediterranean' cyclones, whilst the south-eastern variefy is an

anticyclone, respol' lsible fbr the dog days of the summer. The Mediterranean cyclone is

more frequent in winter, but it sometimes appears in autumn in the Southwest. It is most

ilfluential in the Bans6g/Banat, which is mar-rifested in arnple precipitation.

) )



In winter, air from over the Meditenanean makes the weather milder and, on several
occasions, causes heavy snowfall in Transylvania. The varied relief of the Kdrcis catchment
area significantly influences and modifies the effect and characteristic features of these
currents. The effect of the relief is twofold; on the one hand, due to the differences in
altitude, at levels of 100 to 1840 m vertical climatic temperature belts are formed. These
differences in relief and climate are reflected in fauna stratification of different
composition. On the other hand, the mountains and ranges like dikes tower in the way of
the air flow. This effect is especially apparent in the case of air flow towards the Ocean.
On the western side of the mountains the air rises, clouds roll and orographic precipitation
is formed. In the eastern part towards the Transylvanian basin downward dry winds prevail.

The ravines and depressions in the varied mountainous and hilly tenain alters the
direction and effect of the air currents. Temperature inversion, dry downward winds and
the varying intensity of radiation on the slopes facing west are very frequent.

The constituents of the weather and climate, namely the sunshine, temperature, winds,
pressure, moisture content and the distribution and manifestation of precipitation show a
varied picture against the varying terrain. The amount of sunshine on the plain of the Kdrcis
Rivers is 120 to 122kcallcm2, in the hil ly area it averages I l5 to I l7 kcal, and, on average,
it is lower in the mountaneous regions due to the deeply dissected terrain and mountain
slopes.' 

According to the terrain, the temperature varies, too. [t is the coldest at alpine levels
of the high mountains, where above an altitude of 1,800 m the mean annual temperature is
2 degrees centigrade. In mountains of medium height it is 2 to 6 degrees. In the inner
fore-mountains and foothills it is 6 to 8, approaching the plain of the Tisza River it is 8 to
10 degrees, and, finally, in the Berettyo - Kdrris depression the annual mean temperature is
l0 to 1l degrees centigrade. The distribution of the precipilation in the mountainous
regions also depends of the terrain; 800 to 1200 mm in the mountains,600 to 800 mm in
the hilly part and 500 to 600 mm in the Plain.

The climatic factor is manifested in ample precipitation. This is coupled with the rock
quality on the surface. These two factors are responsible for the density of the water
systems which, in the west, is I km/km' with the exception of the karstic areas where the
density is much lower, not exceeding 0.7 km/km2 even in the eastern parts of the
mountains( 'o) .

Water output is not very high, but considerable hydroelectric systems have been
established collecting the waters of several local brooks.

The area of the Kdrds Rivers in Hungary belongs to the warm, moderately dry climatic
belt with hot summ.rst''o). As compared to the central parts of the Plain, the climatic effect
of the Transylvanian Mountains is rather apparent here. This effect is seen in the extra
amount of precipitation, in the higher number of cloudy winter days, higher percentage of
moisture in the air, but can be seen in the regional air flow as well. For example, the channel
effect between the Apuseni Mountains and the North Hungarian Range sets the
predominant wind direction. Furtherinore, in anticyclonic position, a mountain - valley



circulation may occur between the verge of the Hungarian Plain (S6rret), and the

mountains.
Due to the position of the K6rds catchment area in the Plain, it receives a considerable

amount of energy; 106 kg callcm2. At the same time, a considerable percentage of the

energy is used to evaporate the water from the relatively moist surface, thus, the

temperature here is not indicative of this extra amount of energy. The annual number of

hours of sunshine is in close relationship with the amount of cloud. The average annual

amount of cloud in the area is 55 to 60 percent. This figure means that our locality belongs

to an area in the Plain with relatively more cloud.
From the point of view of temperature the area is characterised by extremes. It belongs

to an area in the Ptain with colder winters. Winters are much more severe here than in the

central and western areas of Hungary. Sometimes, when a cyclone is going across the

Carpathian Basin from the Adriatic, mild subtropical bodies of air drift northward across

the area east of the Tisza River, the Transdanubean area is inundated with cold air on the

back side of the cyclone from all around the Northern Carpathians, the Kdrds catchment

area is 12 to l5 degrees milder than the Transdanubean region. The water output of the

rivers is highly dependent on the distribution of precipitation in time and space, as well as

its amount. The Kdrds system is characterised by an extreme variability of water output,

and an irregularity of the variations. Within the 25,000 square kilolnetre. catchment area of

the Kcircis rivers. The Szigethegysdg play an important part. The water ,6utput of the rivers

flowing from the mountains and the foothills varies according to the amount of

precipitation in different catchment areas.
The most important catchment areas relevant to the Kdrds catchment area are as

follows: the locality of the Erller River at 90 m, the R6z Mountains at 700 m, Kir6lyerdo

at 900 m. the Bihar Mountains at 1800 m, and the B6li Mountains at 1100 m. Since the

major ravines in the mountains are open in the direction of the flow of the rivers, the latter

mainly flow from the west to the east. In such an open ravine system straight river valleys

are formed with a significant dip which flush the Plain with large quantities of water.

Because of the ease of the water flow, the water output of the rivers changes quickly

according to the amount of precipitation. High spring-time water tables are normally the

result of snow melting after winter and not that of immediate precipitation. If the snow in

the mountains melts quickly the resulting considerable amount of water increases the water

output of the rivers dramatically at times triggering disastrous floods, like in the years 1872,

I8'74,1919, 1925, 1932, 1966 and 1970. But if thawing takes a while then the slow and

gradual increase of water output does not pose the threat of floods. Analysing the annual

amount of precipitation over the catchment areas the quantity of precipitation doubles in

the higher mountains thus contributing to the water output with a larger amount. Since the

amount of precipitation over the catchment areas is linked to certain periods rather than

seasons, floods do not display any close seasonal variation.

The distribution of precipitation over the Plain areas is of continental character. The

amount of precipitation reaches its peak in July, and its lowest point in January. In spite of

24



the insufficient precipitation devastating downpours are not unprecedented in this area
(160 mm of rain in Sarkad, on t8 July, 1938). The annual amount is about 560 mm, slightly
higher than that in the Hiirmas-Kdrds area, not reaching amounts in the Southeast of Bdk6s
- Csan6d 

('3 ).

Precipitational trends have not changed considerably since the turn of the century.
Besides the general distribution of the precipitation it is important to know its extremes,
intensity and frequency. It may generally be pointed out that large quantities of
precipitation occur at the end of springtime and the beginning of summer. However, this
does not mean that the amount of precipitation is always sufficient for the agriculture
(Table L).

Table 1.

The probability, as a percentage, of dry periods of more than 5 days (1) and more than
10 days (2) from 1930 to 1990

According to the table dry periods are more likely in March, July, August, September
and October, when there is much demand for water, therefore irrigation systems and
modern agricultural technology is a must in this region.

A Hydrographic Description of the rivers

The four of the most important rivers of the system, the Feher-Kdrds, the
Fekete-K6rds, the Sebes-Kdrds and the Beretty6 River, drain the waters of the Bihar
Mountains. The Fehdr-Kdrds drains the waters of the Zarilndi and Beli Mountains, the
Fekete-Kcircis drains the waters of Zaritndi and Bdli Mountains, as well as those of
Kir6lyerd6, the Sebes-Kdrds drains the waters of Kir6lyerd6 and the Rdz Mountains, the
Beretty6 River collects the waters from the Northern slopes of the Rez Mountains. Their
long-term annual water output when reaching the country is as follows: Fehdr-K<ircis
40m3/sec; Fekete-Kdrds 40m3/sec; Sebes-Krircis 20 m3/sec; and for the Beretty6 it is 9.2
m'/sec.

I II III IV. V. VI. VII VIII IX. X . XI. XII

I l 7 21 28 l 7 t 4 t 7 32 30 39 30 l 9 20

2. 4 l 2 5 4 2 l l t2 l 5 l l 6 6
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The catchment area of the Berettyo and Kcirds Rivers flowing through the Hungarian
Plain is beyond this country;

93Yo of the 4,275 km2 catchment area of the Fehdr-Kcirds River;
97Yo of the 4,645 km2 catchment area of the Fekete-Kdfds River;
65Yo of the 9,119 km2 catchment area of the Sebes-Kdrds and Beretty6 Rivers;
75o/o of the 19,505 km2 catchment area of the Sebes-Kcirris and Kett6s-Kdr6s Rivers
is in Rumania, 80o/o of which is a mountainous and hilly region. The initial catchment
area of the Hiirmas-Kdrcis River is 19,500 km2 takes on an additional 8,037 km2 on the
Plain, which amounts to a total of )7,537 km2.

The mountaneous water system has a unique feature, e.g. the ranges of the Rez
Mountains, Kir6lyerdo and Bdli Mountains are mainly stretching from the east to the west
or Southeast to the Northwest. The surface waters flow onto the Plain through wide gates
dropping sharply among the mountains. The above rivers, forming a 120 km wide front
deliver the waters of the mountains to the centre of the Plain seem to jointly trying to wipe
off the Plain V6szt6 and its surroundings before they reach Gyoma.

The area is roughly a simple network. The four rivers enclose a triangle with one of
its points in the west, east of Gyoma, where the Sebes-Kdrds and Beretty6 rivers meet the
united Fehdr and Fekete-Kciros. Within this triangle we find a jumble of rivers and
back-waters. All four of the rivers have several branches, all of them have meandered a
great deal up and down the area leaving behind their old dry beds which get filled with
water during the floods. There are a lot of bogs without drainage; an effort is being made
to drain their waters through canals. Vastly spread peat bogs can also be found here, like
the Nagy-S6rr6t, and the Kis-S6rret. They are surrounded by muddy and argillaceous areas
enclosed by highly alkaline soil. Before the canals and dikes this area had been a wonderful
paradise (Fig. 5.).

According to the character of these rivers, the largest one is the Fekete-Kdrds, the most
torrent one is the Sebes-Ktirds, the Feh6r-Kdrds is slower and the Berettyo is the slowest.
The Er and Hortob6gy rivers only have a periodical existence; they dry out in dry
autumns( l  6e2t ) .

The catchment area of the Kdros Rivers is a meeting-point of extremes; steep dips
adjacent to plairr areas with almost no dip at all;high water output in springtime is followed
by arid periods in autumn.

The Feh6r-Kiiriis/Criqul Alb River

The river originates in the surroundings of the Aranyos spring on the south-eastern
slope of the Bihar Mountains. Its spring area is fed by a nurnber of mountain brooks. The
water, flowing from an altitude of about 1,000 to 1,200 m forms a wild mountain brook
running as far as the Ribicza/Ribita River. Its dip along this stretch is l7 .5 m per one
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Fig. 6. Water system of the Kcirds catchment (by L6szl6ffu)

kilometre and it abounds in water. From here, its dip decreases and at Borosjeno/Ineu,
where the river enters the Plain it is only 50 cm per kilometre, at Gyula it is 20 cm a
kilometre. Along the 4.7 km stretch from Gyula to the Fekete-Kcirds its dip increases to 45
cm a kilometre (Fig. 6.).

Its total length from the spring to the river Fekete-Kdrds is 235.6 km. The catchment
area is 4,275 km2, 298.3 km2 of which lies in Hungary. Before the river regulation it had
had a lot of off-shoots and bends. During a flood, vast areas got covered with water due to
the extremely small dip of the river. For example the area of the settlements of Gyula,
Ketegyhitza and Doboz were frequently flooded. Since the river has been regulated it meets
the Fekete-Kdrds River in Szanazug in the neighbourhood of Doboz. Once the two rivers
met under B6kds, since the river Feher-Kdrds used to flow in the bed of today's
'El6vizcsatorna' past the settlements of Gyula, Bdk6scsaba and B6kds.

Plans for the regulation of the river Feher-Kdrds were made as early as the lTth
century. According to these plans a canal would have been built above Borosjen between
this river and the Fekete-Kdrcis River. This plan has not been completed. Instead, in the
19th century several canals were dug along the river in Arad county to make waters flow
faster. This resulted in large floods and bogs along the lower section of the river. As the
first step of river regulation watermills' dikes have been transferred into the purpose-built
J6zsef-N6dor canal and, simultaneously, riverbeds were cut and parallel levees built 

(t 3).
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In B6kes county this regulation resulted in a 'state of emergency', so here, too, the
river had to be regulated and the riverbed cleaned. The plans compiled in the year 1855
involved mainly the regulation of the Bdk6s county section of the Feh6r Kdros River. The
plan has not been perfectly accomplished, due to the major flood of 1855 in the area of
Gyula. Then the Kciros River flowing across the town was transferred into a straight bed
outside Gyula. With the Gyula-Bdkds riverbed having been completed the authorities of
Gyula and Bdkdscsaba are doing their utmost to obtain fresh water. In 1896 the Gyula dam
was built, the underdam section of which has several times been extended and in the year
1920 a new underdam canal was built and the dam is still not working perfectly since the
walls of the canal have been eroded to such an extent that the dam itself and the parallel
levees are also endangered(r 23 ).

In the 1950s the dam was reconstructed and is in good working condition today. The
typical figures of water output are 605 m-/sec at its peak, 23 m3/sec - an average and 0.001
m'/sec at its lowest. The extreme variation of water output is typical of the river. In
extremely dry summers the riverbed occasionally dries out between the dam and the
estuary. At present the river's alluvial transport is insignificant, it only transport fine clay,
hence the name 'Feh6r'.

The Fekete-Kiiriis/Criqul Negru River

It springs from three brooks called Poly6na/Poiana, Rezbftnya/Baifa and
PefioczilPetruf. It is fed by a lot of brooks along its section in the mountains. It leaves the
Apuseni Mountains between UrszbdlUrsad and Beldnyes/Beiug and enters the foothill area
of the Plain where on the alluvial slope it has a very changeable water output. First, the river
heads Southwest - west then turns Northwest and flows around a very high number of
bends. Under Tenke/Tinca the Gyepes (in the surroundings of Fekete-T6ti/Tiut) shoots off
the main stream in a northward direction, like Szhrazer off the Maros River, it is still water
today but once it must have been a major river as it can be seen from the large bends and
flood areas. Having left Tenke the river enters the depression south of Gyepes, and,
strengthened by numerous intricately flowing streams, it flows into the Feher-Kdrds and
continues to flow towards the Sebes-Kdrds along a 37 km long route, under the name
Kettcis-Kdrds(t ").

Before the regulation the Fekete-Kdrds used to be 236 km long. With its 80 new
straightened sections under Gyanta/Ginta and the abandoned riverbed under Szanazug its
length has been reduced to 160 km, 139 km of which is outside the country, along a 5 km
stretch its a border river and then covers 16 km in Hungary. The altitude 63 km above the
country border at the Hollod is 123 m, 89 m at the border and 87 m at the estuary.

Along its 14 km stretch in Hungary it is characterised by middle-section features,
where the accumulation of alluvial sedimentation is very strong. The dip of the river is
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about 10 cm a km here. Water output is more balanced than that of the Feher-Kdrds, but
during floods it channels more water than the Fehdr-Kdrcis.

The Kettds-Kiirtis River

The Fekete-Kords and Fehdr-Kdrds, having covered 168 and 236 km respectively
meet in Hungary to be named KettSs-Kdrds. The catchment area of this river is 9,004 km2.
The parent Kcircises' water output is stamped on the character and water output of this new
river. As far as the B6kds section, the dip of the river is only 8 cm a km. After B6kds the
dip is further decreased to 6 to J cm a kilometre. Before the river regulation this area used
to be almost without any drainage at all. The river is still very curvaceous and before the
regulation it used to meander the whole area of Kiss6rr6t. Today it flows into the
curvaceous Sebes-Kcircis above Gyoma. The two parent Kdrdses are mainly responsible for
its water output. As to its average water output, that of the Fehdr-Kdrcis is increased to 23.0
m'/s.., the29.0 m'/sec initial water output of the Fekete-Kdrcis is increased to 60.2m'lsec.
The rest amounting to 8.2 m' is supplied by creeks, brooks and canals. At its lowest the
water output is ab-out 2.3 milsec. At its peak it is 800 to 900 m'/sec., which is an evidence
of extreme variabilitv

The Beretty6/BarcIu

The Beretty6 enters the country from Romania at Kismar.ja and it flows into the
Sebes-Kcircjs under Szeghalom. Its length is 204 km and the extension of the catchment
area is 6,095 km2. Forty percent of the riverbed, 74km is in Hungary and 44Yo of the
catchment area is also in this country. On its right bank at 68 km it takes on the Er River
and at 23 km the river K6ll6.

The regulation of the Berettyo started along with that of the Kdrds rivers in the middle
of the 1850s. The riverbed was straightened mainly in the 1860s and most of the levees
were completed in that decade.

The character of the river changed significantly when the Szeghalmi Canal was
opened in 1865. Before that time the Beretty6 flew into the 460 krn'Nagysilrrdt under
Bakonszeg and left it at Bucsato curvaceously flow into the H6rmas-Kdrcis. Today it meets
the Sebes-Kdros under Szeghalom.

The largest bog in the Beretty6 - Kcircis region used to be the Nagy-S6rrdt surrounded
from all sides by rivers. lts expansion started only half athousand of years ago (Fig. 7.).
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Fig. 7 . Regulation of the Ktirds rivers and Beretty6 rivers (by Papp A., edit.)

The basin mainly accommodated the waters of the Beretty6. Before the regulation, the
Beretty6 turned west at Bakonszeg and spread all over the basin. A lot of water was
supplied by the K6ll6 stream, leaving the Beretfyo atBsztitr, also bringing water from the
Southeast of the Nyirseg. It entered the bog west of Biharnagybajom. The Nagys6rrdt bog
was also supplied with water through the Er and Berettyo by the Szamos/Someq and
Kraszna/Cra$na. During floods water from the Tisza River used to flow here alons a
number of creeks(t * to ).

As soon as the basins of the S6n6t were formed they started to.acummulate
sedimentation from,the alluvium of the several rivers here as a result of which the bottom
line of the bogs rose gradually to occupy an ever growing area. Simultaneously, the depth
of the water gradually decreased, the whole process leading to the formation of bogland.
During high water levels the water ir-r the basin of Kis-S6rrdt had access to Nagy-S6rret
along several creeks and streams and southward it was connected to the bogs of the
Kettos-Kdr6s. This was a temporary reservoir of water accumulated over an area of 13,900
km'.
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The Hf rmas-Kiiriis River

Hdrmas-Kdrcis is the name of the river conceived by the Kettos-Kdrcis and
Sebes-Kdrds, flowing in a wide bed with over-developed bends, variegated by abandoned
ones. This river bed was mutually formed by the ancient Szamos, Er and Korcis. This was
the stretch that needed most work during the regulation after which the river gained speed,
its dip was increased. Although its water output is second to that of the river Maros, due to
the dams built its economic value is more significant. In 1942 the B6k6sszentandr6s dam
was built to facilitate the irrigation of 15,000 ha of land. Since 1945 the development of the
irrigation system has been given utmost attention.

The Sebes-Kiiriis/Criqul Repede River

The most important river of the area is the Sebes-Kdrds. Its catchment area is a rather
elongated one stretching between the Beretty6 and the Fekete-Kdrds. It springs as ground
water at 700 m at Kdrdsfo/Izvoru Crigului in Cluj county, Romania. Initially it is an
insignificant brook, downwards, having taken on the Sebes, Dreg6n/Drdgan and Jddllad it
deserves the name Sebes-Kdros. It is rather torrent and capable of rolling large boulders
along a narrow bed towards Nagyv6rad to flow on in a sandy bed as far as Kdrcisszak6ll.

Before the regulation the river bed followed the southem verge of Kis-Sdrr6t from
Kordsharsfny. Due to the accumulated sedimentation the floods spread in the bog. That

the reason why a completely new, 35 km canal was built from Ktircishars6ny to the Fok

Bridge. It is not only suitable to drain the floods of the Sebes-Kdrds but drains the other
waters of the Kis-S6rrdt. The S6rret section plays an important part in the life of the river.

No artificial river-bed has been dug, the formation of the bed was done by the river itself.

But contrary to the expectations, the river failed to cut a deep bed, instead, it has filled it

up with sedimentation. That is exactly what happened to the flood area as well.

Sedimentation today is not as fast as it used to be in the course of the decades after the
construction of the S6rrdt canal.

It meets the Beretty6 between Szeghalom and Kdrcisladdny. From this point it flows

fast along a wide alluvial flood area between high levees to meet the Kettos-Kdr6s. It is
very important in the river's life that along its initial stretch above the border the dip of the
river is 19 times bigger than that of the lower section in Hungary. In this way, the

Sebes-Kcircis is considered to have a big dip as compared to that of the other rivers of the

area. Between 110 and 209 km it drops about 500 m, so the average dip here is 5 m/km.

This dip is counterbalanced by the lithological features of the catchment area, which bring

down the water output. On the Plain the dip is considerably decreased, but it is still the

largest among the Kcirdses(r 7 23 ).
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Little-water Large-water

Csucsa-Nagyvirad, 3.53 mlkm

Nagyvarad-Kcirdstarj an 1.51 m/km 1.40 m/km

Kcirdstarj an-Kdrdssz6l l6s 0.41 m/km 0.38 mikm

Kdrdsszak6l-Foki-Bri dge 0.26 mlknr 0.24 mlkm

Foki -B ridge-Kcirci s I ad any 0.20 m/km 0.02 m/km

Kdrdsl adanv-Harmas - K<irci s 0.18 m/km 0.01 m/km

Since the water in the river comes mainly through karstic springs from precipitation
there is a close relationship between the water level and the chronological and quantitative
distribution of the precipitation. The mean annual amount of precipitation over the upper
catchment area is between 1,000 arrd793 mm, at the astuary this amount is only 600 mm.

Winter precipitation is the main source of the water output. The winter accumulation
of the precipitation starts in the beginning of September ahd lasts,about 152 days. The snow
falling here over this period provides ample water for the river. The annual variation of the
water output is irregular. There are very dry and very wet years as well. Accordingly, water
output varies extremely.

Due to its high speed flow the river carries a lot of alluvial particles but the larger-grain
fraction is sedimented outside Hungary. Today's landscape was createdby 24 straightened

Section Gkm)
Bottom level (a.s.l.

Adriatic) (m)
Dip (cm/km) Note

84 0 Hungarian stretch of
low dip57 95 19 .3

l t 0 148 100

Romanian stretch of
high dip

160 352 409

175 465 754

209 700 545

0-209 700-84 211 Average
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bends and the construction of the S6rret canal. The old Sarrdt section plays a very important
part in the river's life. No bed has been excavated here. The river itself was to form her own
bed along a small canalette between two levees. Instead of cutting herself a bed the river
deposited sedimentation and a lot of it. The rate of sedimentation is somewhat slower
today, but considerable effort is needed in the form of excavation and levee maintenance.

Hydrological Description of the Kdri)s Interstice

The Kis-Sirrret and the Nagy-Sarr6t used to be among the boggiest areas in the Plain.
At times, when precipitation was ample, flood waters rryere trapped in an area of low dip,
surrounded by alluvial fans. Due to this fact the area evolved into a watery flood area
interwoven by back-waters and river beds. The Kis-S6rrdt must have been a swamp among
the settlements of Me zogyin, Ugra, Szeghalom, Vdszt6, B6k6s, Gyula and Sarkad 

(2 5 e ).

Water was fed into the bog by the Sebes-Kdrds and its side-waters. The remains of the
meandering jumble of ancient river-beds can still be found on the verge of S6n6t. In the
depression, conforming to the rules of alluvial fan formation troughs of little drainage were
brought about, Kis-S6rrdt would be an example. The rivers were seeking their beds around
giant loops and they frequently changed direction. The Sebes-Kdrds, for example had no
fixed route across the Kis-S6rret. Because the rivers in the Kdrcis area kept changing their
direction due to structural reasons and alluvial deposition bogland thrived, facilitated by
unforeseeable economic activity. Deforestation, for example caused the amplitude of flood
waves to rise, and watermills built on low-dip rivers further worsened the situation.

The formation of the bogland must have taken place in the oak or beech phase of the
Holocene when the Sebes-Kdrcis acquired its Biharugra - Zsaditny - OkSny - Veszto
direction. The unfavourable character of the river system made regulation work a priority
in this area in the last century, although permission to build dikes had been issued by
M6fy6s I[ as early as 1613.

During the Turkish Rule the population dropped, and it was only in the 1800s that the
expansion of agricultural land was necessary. Drainage started in 1790 and was only of
small scale, to channel the swamp water through the Sebes-Kcirds bog. In 18 10 a 6 km canal
was built at Szeghalom to drain the water of the swamp. As a result, the amount of
agricultural land grew(s 6 23 ).

The preconditions of the drainage did not exist until the year 1815. Husz6r M6ty6s
compiled a plan to regulate the Kdrdses which was used for the compilation of new plans
in 1879. The principle of the relulation was that the floods of the Kcirrises must be
channelled away before that of the Tisza River. The plan and the realisation was good. As
a result the low water dip of the lower section grew from 1.5 cm to 4 cm/km, that of the
high water from I cm to 4 to 6 cm/km. In the course of the regulation of the Sebes-Kcircis
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most difficulty was due to the drainage of the vast swamp stretching from Kordsszak6l to
Szeghalom.

The regulation of the Kdrdses was not without difficulty. Due to the small dip of about
20 mm/km of the Tisza plain the Kcirds Rivers were unable to create a bed deep enough to
accommodate the water of larger rivers as well. The situation was complicated by the fact
that the Danube had a water-level raising effect on the Tisza River up to Csongr6d, the
Tisza River had a similar effect on the Kdrcis River up to B6kds. Before the regulation high
waters prevailed along the Tisza River for a month, it took them two months to shrink to
medium levels, small water levels lasted five to six months. If summer floods occurred then
the water from the Tiszaand Kdrdses was spread over the lowland between the Tisza River
as well as Kisjeno and Kdrdsszakiill all year round.

It is evidenced that the Tisza River only carries half of the amount of arriving water,
the other half is stored in the flood areas. Quite often the highest water level of the Kdrds
Rivers was 5 m higher than the lowest one, and every 25 years it is 6.3 m higher.

The regulation of the rivers was completed at the tum of the century. Due to the cuts
through the bends and the appearance of dikes dips increased and river beds became deeper.
Floods are channelled away quicker and the level of low water is 1 m deeper today. To
tackle inland water pumps were installed and canals constructed in the course of river
regulation. Due to such large-scale work the original hydrographic picture has changed
considerably. Not later than the beginning of the 20th century the underpopulated Kdr6s
region, with its worthless land covered by flood waters from spring to autumn became
available for asricultural use.
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